
Bass Lake Book Club, October 2021

Sunday October 10th @ 1:00pm 

The Family Clause by Jonas Hassen Khemeri 
August 2020 

Julie 
• just finished it 
• Catehrine has given me a preview - she’s an idiot, he’s an idiot, everyone’s an idiot 

passage… 
• got addicted - wondering what the author doing, where he trying to take us 
• clever not naming people - idea everyone reading it can think about their own 

family - let people get in their own heads about stuff 
• poignant - one character talk, then next character give their interpretation - so often 

mis-communications between family members 
• take offence at family where not take offence from a friend 
• good message at the end - they all cared for each other - there for one another in the 

end 
• they complain about each other - but if in need, they are there in a second 
• took a while to wrap head around it but enjoyed it 

Wendy 
• Only got 1/3 of the way through 
• found narcissism and desire to please had me squirming 
• found the descriptions of being with  young children - the minutiae, the boredom - 

it totally rang for me - very realistic 
• not surprised that he not have good relationship with father - how can you with 

someone so narcissistic and self-absorbed 
• father with lots of money - not willing to pay for anything - i.e. fare on public transit 
• device of not naming interesting - forced you to look at them in their roles 

Catherine 
• At first - so not enjoying it - characters pathetic - oh come on - why are you so…. self 

absorbed, pathetic, angry 
• But lived the device of not naming them, and the stream of consciousness 
• once got other characters involved - it opened up and you go tmore perspective 
• loved some of the voices that came through - the 4 year old especially - talking 

about her powers 
• loved her perspective 
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• enjoyed pulling the puzzle pieces together about what was really going on 
• then wanted to go back - looked for some of what informed the son - fascinating 

digressions 
• scene: left wallet on car - someone chasing him - trying to return it…. I had similar - 

left my gas cap open, two guys on motorcycles ‘chasing me’ - they trying to tell me 
my gas cap was open!  But my response was a fearful response 

• hit close to home on some of the crazy… i gave it more space, and started feeling 
less angry towards the characters 

• not get total insight, but we get some kind of resolution - some peace, some coming 
to terms - character growth 

• still grateful I don’t have that kind of family dynamic 
• still not fully understand the breakdown int he family relationship 

• son’s wife - when missing - can’t live with, can’t live without 
• the stress of parenting - the 1 year old sitting at the table - the most mature person 

at the table but all i can get out is MOO 

Michelle 
• Regrets 

Enid 
• Apologies… very busy couple of weeks… got barely started on the book, then ran out of 

time before it had to be returned… 

Cathy 
• Regrets 

Peter 
• the baby - sense of humour - play peek-a-boo 
• echo what been said - about the two guys - why aim I reading about these two guys? 
• grand/father - he’s s crook!!  stories - business is way he conducted his entire life 
• no idea where it is that he actually goes - same as not naming - makes it anywhere - 

plot in your own story 
• as for the son - so buys being good father - pretending to? - help me! Pathetic, 

insecure 
• my question was: why write about? why am I reading about? 
• the daughter - she stands her father up - goes to meet him, but not 
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• daughter who dies - half-sister - did not integrate into the book very well - but did 
give picture of her wandering life 

• not think son had a case about not maintaining the flat - the family clause 
• grandfather had given him the flat - with the caveat he always return to apt he used 

to occupy - the sone got a pretty good deal 
• not clear about this:  how this work? 
• (He gave him the lease - but then it becomes a condo - so not the value is 

different…) 
• clearly resentment comes from being an unpaid business assistant 
• have to admit - provoked me to think a lot about the relationships 
• felt the ending a bit contrived - not that anything has been resolved 
•

Evie 
• Regrets 

MaryAnn 
• Regrets 

Donna 
• Regrets 

Cia 
• Trying to figure out ethnic backgrounds - where the father go back to?  Reference to 

speaking Farsi - so Iran? Iraq?  Also come via France - daughter died there 
• Same dreams as the father - I could have been this, that… 
• Wallet - cringing - know he going to forget it before it happens 
• Balkan mafia - could relate to that 
• filling car up with gas - people so anal in Sweden 
• lots of things in the action - so relatable 
• he continues to have his dreams 
• his sister or wife - an ethnic minority… immigrant community and experience 
• see self as Swedish because he been there so long…  difference experience b2 

individual and society 

General Opinion(s) 
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• Ending - is that the point?  things don’t get resolved… 

• Complaining - definitely a racist… complaints about immigrant population (specific 
and general) 

• Sweden - waves of immigration - periods of tension on account of 
• Does shine a light on fact of the changing face of Europe - Germany 1973, guest 

workers - ineligible for citizenship 
• Europe has just been forced to try to figure out how to cope with foreigners who are 

now countrymen 
• none of the European countries are exempt - i.e. France, everyone in the colonies 

considered French, but please… stay where you are! 
• Merkel - take in 800,000 Syrian refugees - backlash… we’ll get it done 
• Canadians - realise we strengthen ourselves by increasing immigration - we’re not 

reproducing ourselves… not everyone, but many (most?) 

• Sweden - emergency change to family immigration laws - had to apply from abroad - 
hit everyone born in Sweden but now married outside of Sweden 

• lots of people caught up in Brexit - can bring kids, but not husband - he would have to 
move first and then we follow 

• writing very clever - getting across the relationships without specific reference to 
individuals 

• it was a challenge to read 
• stream of consciousness - very real - it’s how we think 
• i.e. so fun to read sometimes - especially the 4 year old - the incredulity 
• loved the way he talked about parenting - people are looking and trying to be a good 

parent - wants others to think of him as worthy because he can’t think of himself as 
worthy 

• we’ve all had these moments - kids in the park, just want to grab and go home 
• could relate to being a parent in the sleep deprived state 
• he’s so hard on himself and he’s so inadequate 

• what made him turn back - he was going, or was he? 
• no… think he just needed space 

• final scene - there was some kind of movement 
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• father was grateful - in his head - but that not what he said out loud 
• never admit it to his children - father never verbalised/acknowledged his grateful he 

was 

• dreams 
• filmmaker - he seemed normal compared to the rest of them 
• but even he - prone to anger - a history we never knew about - he just wanted to be 

acknowledged 

• sadness, unhappiness, mis-communication 
• I guess its life 

• we’ve all met people who find seeming simple minor barriers or objections to doing 
something and go to lots of trouble to get around it when there was a simple solution 
to get around it 

• all met other who blame everyone for everything - sign of brokenness and immaturity 

• p5 - losing a child 
• how you reference your family when you’ve lost a child 
• may be why there no reference to the daughter until later - she was essentially not part 

of his mindset 

• so lesson learned - can never tell anyone - friends and family - how much you love 
them and how grateful you are to have them in your life 

• it’s all about gratitude… 
• and you can never know their struggles fully - so you have to empathise 
• i.e. wife into his computer - searches he doing to try to be a better person 
• he see only the wrong ways to do things - and that there only one right way 
• we know people who are paralyzed into inaction because they are afraid of making a 

mistake 
• sometimes the outcomes are devastating - it can cripple you 
• if only he knew how much his kids miss him - and how worried they were about.. but 

they just sat down to dinner - we never saw it 
• but… can’t fix self-loathing through reassurance alone 

• p4 - passage about feelings - about holding them in check 
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• cared so much for the daughter - yet the son tried so much harder - yet she the 
favoured child 

• not get feeling that son resented her 

• low barrier - evolution - if raised to have role model for father role - to make choices 
that move away from that example is very hard - but that is how we evolve 

• different styles of parenting - different times…  
• being different than your parents - clear about what we would do differently than our 

parents 
• to say not going to be that - still leaves a whole spectrum of things that you can be 
• his obsessions with ‘being the best’ sets him up for failure 

Other Reads… and watches… 

n/a 

Literary Events 

Toronto International Festival of Authors 
October 21-31, 2021 

Wrapping festivities on November 17, two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of 
The Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys, Colson Whitehead will grace 
TIFA’s virtual stage to introduce his latest book, Harlem Shuffle. Registration for 
this event includes a copy of the book, to be released on September 14.

See registration information below in ‘BOOK Suggestions’ section of notes

The full programme slate for the 42nd edition of the Toronto International Festival of 
Authors will be announced in the coming weeks.

Enid’ Best Picks 

• Ben Philippe and Kamal Al-Solaylee 
• October 23rd @ 8:30pm 
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• Jesse Wente 
• October 25th @ 8pm 

• The Future of Libraries 
• October 27th @ 2:30pm 

• Rabih Alemeddine and Omar El Akkad 
• October 28th @ 8:00pm 

• Jael Richardson and Ruth Ozeki 
• October 28th @ 9:00pm 

• Linda Rui Feng and Kim Thuy 
• October 29th @ 3:00pm 

• Brian Thomas Isaac and Katherena Vermette 
• October 30th @ 8:30pm 

• Thomas King 
• October 31st @ 6:30pm 

 

Undersong by Kathleen Winter 
• Friends of the East Gwillimbury Library 
• Save the Date!  Thursday November 4th 

• LINK HERE to access the full event details 

Food 

n/a 
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Other ‘Stuff’ 

n/a 

Next Reads… 

Sunday November 14th: Likeness by David McFarlane 

• ZOOM 
• Revert to 2:00pm 

Sunday December 19th: Bring Your Own Book - Book Club Xmas party 

• ZOOM 
• Revert to 2:00pm 

Sunday January 16th:  The Centaur’s Wife by Amanda Leduc 

• ZOOM 
• Revert to 2:00pm 

Sunday February 20th:  Harlem Shuffle by Colson Whitehead 
Sunday March 20th:  Title TBD - Canada Reads 
Sunday April 17th:  What Strange Paradise by Omar El Akkad 
Sunday May 22nd:  The Lincoln Highway by Amor Towles 
Sunday June 19th:  The Madness of Crowds by Louise Penny 

Book Suggestions 

The Lincoln Highway by Amor Towles 
October 5th, 2021 
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Enid has a digital preview copy… I have to have read it by January 4th, 
2022 

The bestselling author of A Gentleman in Moscow and Rules of Civility and master of 
absorbing, sophisticated fiction returns with a stylish and propulsive novel set in 1950s 
America 
 
In June, 1954, eighteen-year-old Emmett Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the warden of 
the juvenile work farm where he has just served fifteen months for involuntary manslaughter. His 
mother long gone, his father recently deceased, and the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, 
Emmett’s intention is to pick up his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and head to California where 
they can start their lives anew. But when the warden drives away, Emmett discovers that two 
friends from the work farm have hidden themselves in the trunk of the warden’s car. Together, 
they have hatched an altogether different plan for Emmett’s future, one that will take them all on 
a fateful journey in the opposite direction—to the City of New York. 
 
Spanning just ten days and told from multiple points of view, Towles’s third novel will satisfy 
fans of his multi-layered literary styling while providing them an array of new and richly 
imagined settings, characters, and themes.
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